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Draft Minutes of Centennial Coal Mandalong Community Consultative Committee Meeting 

Held - Tuesday 24 February 2015 – Meeting commencing at 4.05pm 

At Mandalong Mine Training Room 

PRESENT Member Name Organisation 

Margaret MACDONALD-HILL Independent Chair 

Jeff DUNWOODIE Centennial Mandalong Pty Ltd 

Mick ASTLES Mandalong Community Association 

Marton MAROSSZEKY 
 

Mandalong Community Association (arrived 
4.15pm) 

John SHOEBRIDGE Dora Creek Community (until 6.20pm) 

Trevor JAMES Mandalong Community 

Tracey CORKERY Mandalong Community Association 

Anne FERRIS Mandalong Community  

Councillor Rosmairi DAWSON Lake Macquarie City Council (until 5:15pm) 

Phil ENRIGHT Centennial Mandalong Pty Ltd 

Peter COOK Centennial Mandalong Pty Ltd 

Anna WALSH Centennial Mandalong Pty Ltd 

 

APOLOGIES Member Organisation 

John TURNER Centennial Mandalong Pty Ltd 

Barry HARRIS Centennial Mandalong Pty Ltd 

Paul WILLIAMS Centennial Coal 

Dr Lynden ROGERS Community 

Paul DUNCAN Centennial Coal 

 

WELCOME The Chair welcomed Committee Members to the meeting.  

DECLARATION OF INTEREST MMH advised that she was appointed by the Secretary of the 
Department of Planning and Environment as the Independent 
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Chair for Mandalong Community Consultative Committee. 
MMH also advised that she is a member on the Mine Subsidence 
Board but is no longer a member of the Ministers’ Arbitration 
Panel. 

 

PREVIOUS MINUTES Minutes Action 

 Minutes of 21 October 2014 Mandalong Mine Community 
Consultative Committee meeting were adopted. 

Moved: John SHOEBRIDGE 
Seconded: Trevor JAMES 

 

BUSINESS ARISING Item Action 

 Mine footprint 
On 10 November 2014 P. Cook and M. Marosszeky installed 
markers on Mandalong Rd. 

No further action required. 

Mine Plan 
Map of mine including longwalls was displayed on wall of CCC 
venue. 

No further action required. 

Ponding plan 
Plan provided to Committee indicating predicted versus actual 
ponding. 

No further action required. 

Traffic on Mandalong Rd  
 
 

This item delayed until M. Marosszeky arrived and 
was dealt with under the Community Agenda. 

 Ponding east of Browns Rd 
T. Corkery asked if there is anything going to be done about the 
ponding. P. Enright advised that it will be covered in his 
presentation. 

 

 Draft consent conditions for Southern Extension 
The Chairperson responded to question from A Ferris regarding 
the absence of a specific requirement for a member of the MCA 
to be on the CCC.  The original consent was nearly two decades 
ago and draft conditions are in line with the Department's 
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current guidelines for the operation of CCCs. 
The draft conditions note the current CCC may continue if 
members wish to do so, following DP&E approval.  

 

CORRESPONDENCE Item 

The Chair, Margaret McDonald-Hill 
gave details of correspondence. 

Email 21/1/15 from P. Cook advising of PAC hearing. 
Email 22/1/15 from Centennial Mandalong with subsidence management status update. 
Email 19/2 /15 from Centennial Mandalong with pre-meeting report. 

. 

CENTENNIAL COAL 
MANDALONG REPORTS 

Presentation Comments 

 J Dunwoodie, P Enright, P Cook and A Walsh delivered the presentation 
which included:  

 Mining Update (progress through planned work) 

 Subsidence Management Plan (SMP) update  
o P. Enright advised that in line with changes to legislation 

in NSW the SMP is being replaced by an Extraction Plan 
which will be approved by the Dept of Planning and 
Environment in consultation with Division of Resources 
and Energy. The current SMP up to LW21 will remain the 
same but future longwalls will have an Extraction Plan. 

o The Chairperson asked if a link to information about the 
change could be included in the minutes. 

 
 
 

 Subsidence update 
o Discussion of graph showing that 14 points out of approx 

170 had tilt over 7mm/m (SSR criteria) which is higher 
than in previous longwalls. P. Enright waiting on end of 
panel report from Ross Seedsman for possible reasons. 

A copy of this presentation is attached to the 
minutes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action 
Extraction Plan - If available a link be included in 
minutes to information about change to 
Extraction Plan.  
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CENTENNIAL COAL 
MANDALONG REPORTS 

Presentation Comments 

Those points were not under any houses.  
o Discussion of property acquired by Centennial Coal – 

house did not get to SSR subsidence levels but there 
were impacts from tilting and some damage to brickwork 
and an agreement was made to acquire the property. 
Residents continue to live in the house.   

 Remnant ponding – P. Enright showed plan with existing, 
predicted and post-mining ponding and remediation works.  

o Discussion of type of remedial work undertaken and 
when – remediation options are designed in consultation 
with ecologist, landowner or occupier to minimise 
impacted on vegetation and property. 

o Discussion regarding where ponding management action 
was reported and who checks Ponding is reported in 
AEMR and inspected by DRE and OEH. M Marosszeky 
asked that it be reported in CCC meetings and possible 
inspections. Report on ponding hotspots (how it has 
changed, ecologists advice, planned and completed 
work, success of remedial works). A report on the large 
ponding plan to be provided to the CCC when there are 
changes. 

o Ponding on intersection of Deaves and Mandalong Rds – 
post mining ponding is further east and size has 
increased. M Marosszeky concerned it is becoming 
fallow land. Land was an existing low lying area. 
Regraded existing drainage channel on the property to 
restore drainage. 

 Water quality update – no quality or quantity exceedances at 
LDP001 or LDP002 since last meeting. 

o Discussion on Dr Ian Wright’s presentation at PAC 
hearing on behalf of the Environmental Defenders Office 

 
 
 
 
Action 
Ponding - Large flooding plan to continue to be 
shown at CCC whenever it is updated. 
 
Action 
A report on the large ponding plan to be provided 
to the CCC when there are changes which 
includes inspections, possible hot spots(how it has 
changed, ecologists advice, planned and 
completed work, success of remedial works) 
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CENTENNIAL COAL 
MANDALONG REPORTS 

Presentation Comments 

(EDO). A Ferris asked what does Centennial Coal intend 
to do to rectify water pollution as reported by EDO and 
why non-conformances are not being reported.  

o P. Cook and J. Dunwoodie advised that in the response to 
EIS submissions Centennial responded to the EDO 
submission and their position remains the same. A 
pollution reduction scheme is currently underway in 
consultation with the EPA. Centennial provided two 
years of monitoring data on metals to EPA in June 2013 
and are waiting for them to assess the results and 
change the EPL monitoring requirements if required. EPL 
will be updated when Mandalong and Northern Coal 
Logistics (NCL) applications are approved.  

o A Ferris asked why water discharge information in NCL 
EIS was not in the Mandalong EIS. P. Cook confirmed that 
it was also detailed in the Mandalong EIS even though it 
falls under the NCL boundary.  

o M Marosszeky acknowledged that Mandalong are 
complying with license but is concerned about regional 
pollution resulting from outdated EPLs and asked if 
Centennial Mandalong were taking any steps to reduce 
metals we know of.  P. Cook advised that as part of the 
project the retention of water underground was 
investigated as well as addition of flocculants on the 
surface. Nickel is the metal being concentrated on. Also 
macro invertebrate studies committed to in EIS have 
already started (Oct 2013) and continue in Autumn and 
Spring which give best indication of impacts due to their 
sensitivity.  

 Groundwater monitoring – no long term change to groundwater 
in any bores 
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CENTENNIAL COAL 
MANDALONG REPORTS 

Presentation Comments 

o A Ferris requested that AGE (consultants) not use generic 
terminology such as ‘appears to’ and ‘doesn’t appear to’ 
in their reports.  

o J. Dunwoodie agreed to discuss this with AGE.  

 Dust monitoring – no exceedances since last meeting  

 Community complaints – no complaints since last meeting. 

 Sponsorship – list of sponsorship included in presentation. 
o T James asked if any sponsorship had gone to Mandalong 

area. P. Enright replied that there had been no requests.  

 VAM-RAB – update on present issues and proposed solutions. 
o Tracey Corkery asked if fans run continuously as she 

smells an odour just at night. It was confirmed that the 
fans do run continuously. An odour assessment was 
done as part of project - Peter Cook will distribute odour 
diaries so that people can record odour. 

 Northern Coal Logistics project update provided by J. 
Dunwoodie. 

 Mandalong Southern Extension Project update – awaiting PAC 
report (expected April 2015). Work has begun on design of 
access rd and surface site. 

o Tracey Corkery said that traffic has increased since traffic 
monitoring 2 years ago and it should be done again 
before construction. Peter Cook said there was no plan 
to do further monitoring but it would be considered. 

 TL24 transmission line relocation project update - TransGrid has 
decided on route and environmental baseline studies have 
commenced.  

J Dundwoodie to discuss terminology used by AGE 
(consultants) in its reports eg ‘appears to’ and 
‘doesn’t appear to’  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
P Cook to distribute odour diaries to M 
Marosszeky and T Corkery.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

COMMUNITY AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS 

Mandalong Road M Marosszeky advised that the community are very concerned about  
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COMMUNITY AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS 

safety of the road. Any road improvements should be made before 
construction. M Marosszeky also stated that he is very disappointed 
about outcome of Mandalong Park. 
 
P Cook advised that Road assessment showed road is good enough for 
planned construction so no upgrade required. A reputable civil 
contractor will be used. Any damage caused to road during construction 
will be fixed. Centennial are looking at any ways that material being 
removed from the MSSS can be minimised (eg. bunding on site).  PC also 
stated that funding for the proposed Mandalong Park was not being 
considered by Centennial. 
 
T Corkery stated that a path along Mandalong Rd is a safety issue and it 
would be good for the Mandalong community. How will the material on 
site be managed?  
 
P Cook advised that stockpiles will be grassed and stabilised so no runoff. 

Community Compensation M Marosszeky stated that Centennial is not interested in the Mandalong 
community. The trust fund is inappropriate because it is a small amount 
shared with Morisset so very little will be available for Mandalong 
community. Unhappy with change in Centennial approach from 2 years 
ago. The amount available is not in line with the hours that the 
community have put in.  
 
A Ferris asked that it be ensured that  their strong feelings against the 
trust fund are minuted.  
 
P Cook explained that Lake Macquarie City Council (LMCC) had assessed 
impact from the project as not warranting a Voluntary Planning 
Agreement (VPA) and therefore Centennial has found another way to 
give money to the Morisset and Mandalong community via the Lake 
Macquarie Foundation. 
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COMMUNITY AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS 

 
M Marosszeky stated that the MCA has asked ICAC to investigate the 
relationship between the LMCC, Centennial Coal and the Lake Macquarie 
Foundation. 

Flooding M Marosszeky asked what does current consent require if Mandalong 
Road is lowered. 
 
P Enright advised that the road can be subsided without increase in 
flooding hazard, but if hazard is increased the remedial work would need 
to be carried out. There are two areas identified as potential areas of 
increased flood hazard on Mandalong Road. 
 
M Marosszeky asked what is the time frame for remedial work. 
 
P Enright advised that CC is required to wait until full subsidence has 
occurred to assess impact of remedial work on other properties. The 
planned work will likely be in 2016 following review of flood model and 
detailed design works.  
 
General subsidence repairs to public roads are carried out by Council or 
contractor and paid for by the Mine Subsidence Board (MSB). 
 
M Marosszeky asked that the Mandalong Road areas are remediated as 
soon as practicable.  
 

 

Land Management A spreadsheet for Land Management was tabled. 
M Marosszeky advised that the spreadsheet is not useful because it 
doesn’t give any timeframe for work. It was requested that a schedule be 
provided that can be used to monitor progress against the Plan and that 
it includes resources.  
 
A Ferris advised that a Tobacco plant up to 20 feet on Morans Ck at 202 

Action 
Centennial to update land management schedule 
so that it can be used to monitor progress against 
plan and that it includes resources.  
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COMMUNITY AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS 

Mandalong Rd. Privet will impede flow of water.  
 
P Cook advised that Bahtabah is doing work in that area but staff 
medicals have run out so waiting on them to be renewed before work 
can continue. 

 

GENERAL BUSINESS There was no General Business  

 

ACTION LOG 

CURRENT ACTIONS 

ACTION NO: TOPIC ACTION WHO WHEN STATUS 

21.10.14 - 1  Action  
Undertake excursion to 
identify aboveground mine 
footprint.  
 
 
 

 

Community 
representatives 
to contact Peter 
COOK  
 
 
 

As required  

 24 02.15 -1 Subsidence Management 
Plan now Extraction Plan 

Extraction Plan - If available 

a link be included in minutes 

to information about change 

to Extraction Plan.  

 

Centennial Coal Include in 
Minutes of this 
meeting 
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ACTION LOG 

CURRENT ACTIONS 

ACTION NO: TOPIC ACTION WHO WHEN STATUS 

24 02.15 -2 Ponding Plan- Report A report on the large 

ponding plan to be provided 

to the CCC when there are 

changes which includes 

inspections, possible hot 

spots(how it has changed, 

ecologists advice, planned 

and completed work, 

success of remedial works) 

 

Centennial Coal As occurs  

24 02.15 -3 Groundwater Monitoring J Dundwoodie to discuss 

terminology used by AGE 

(consultants) in its reports 

eg ‘appears to’ and ‘doesn’t 

appear to’  

 

Centennial Coal Prior to next 
meeting 

 

24 02.15 -4 Odour Monitoring P Cook to distribute odour 

diaries to M Marosszeky and 

T Corkery.  

 

Centennial Coal Prior to next 
meeting 

Provided via P Cook email 27/2/15 
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ACTION LOG 

CURRENT ACTIONS 

ACTION NO: TOPIC ACTION WHO WHEN STATUS 

 Land Management  Centennial to update land 

management schedule so 

that it can be used to 

monitor progress against 

plan and that it includes 

resources. 

Centennial Coal Prior to next 
meeting 

 

 

ACTIONS FINALISED AND REMOVED FROM ACTION LOG SINCE LAST MEETING 

ACTION NO: TOPIC ACTION WHO WHEN DATE COMPLETED 

21.10.14 - 2  Map of the mine, including 

crosswalls to be displayed 

on the wall of the CCC 

meeting venue. 

 

Centennial Coal Prior to next 
meeting 

Completed 

21.10.14 - 3  Maps (to the same scale) to 

be provided to the 

committee which indicate 

predicted vs actual ponding 

occurrence. 

 

Centennial Coal Prior to next 
meeting 

Completed 

 

MEETING CLOSED 6.43PM  
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NEXT MEETING June 23 2015 at 4pm  

 

LIST OF TABLED ITEMS AS ATTACHMENTS TO MINUTES 

Attachment Provider 

Centennial Coal Community Consultative Committee Mine Update – Powerpoint Presentation 24.02.15 Centennial Coal 

 



www.centennialcoal.com.au 

Mandalong Mine 

Community Consultative Committee 

APP96732 

24 February 2015 



Mining Update 

2 

• LW17 commenced 

November 2014 

• LW17 approaching 

Mandalong Rd 

• LW17 will be completed 

in May 2015 

• MG18 – completed April 

• MG19 – advanced 800m 

from Main Headings 

• Main Heading – near 

Chapmans Road 



SMP Update 

3 

• SMPs have now been replaced by Extraction Plans 

• Streamline process to be consistent with modern 

Development Consents 

• Modification was made to all NSW mining leases to 

reflect new requirement for Extraction Plan 

• Consistent with new mining legislation  

– Work Health and Safety (Mines) Act 2013 

– Work Health and Safety (Mines) Regulation 2014 

• Started 1 February 2015 

• Includes subsidence as one of the Principal Mining Hazards 

• Approval process changed 

– Approval by Dept. Planning & Environment (DP&E) with advice 

and consultation with the Division of Resources & Energy (DRE) 

 

 

 

 



SMP Update (cont.) 
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• Purpose of Extraction Plans is to manage subsidence, 

where mining has already received Development 

Consent. 

• Operational document used to manage subsidence 

impact  and compliance. 

• First workings are now approved under the Development 

Consent. 

• Extraction Plan approval is required prior to Longwall 

extraction. 

• Extraction Plan guidelines are currently in draft format 

• Current SMP approvals remain 

• Extraction Plan required for LW22 onwards 



Subsidence 

• LW17 pre-mining surveys have commenced and show 

settlement of LW16 has been within the expected range 

and consistent with previous longwalls. 

• LW17 surveys to commence in the following weeks. 

• LW16 end of panel report currently being prepared, 

following completion of external reports including  

groundwater and subsidence. 

• Centennial completed purchase of the property impacted 

from subsidence by LW16, where dwelling approached 

SSR maximum values for tilt. 

5 



LW16 Subsidence compared to SSR criteria for dwellings 
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Frequency Histogram Summary for Longwalls 6 to 16 
Compared Against SSR Criteria for Dwellings 

Longwall Panel 
Tilt 

Less that 7mm/m 
Tensile Strain 

Less than 5mm/m 
Compressive Strain 
Less than 5mm/m 

LW6 97.7% 99.8% 97.4% 

LW7 97.6% 100% 97.8% 

LW8 100% 100% 99.4% 

LW9 100% 100% 100% 

LW10 98.8% 100% 98.5% 

LW11 96.5% 100% 100% 

LW12 96.4% 100% 93.3% 

LW13 95.6% 100% 95.6% 

LW14 100% 100% 100% 

LW15 96.9% 100% 100% 

LW16 90.9% 100% 96.7% 

Average 97.3% 99.9% 98.0% 

 

All subsidence 

monitoring over 

LW16. 

 

Includes 1.7km 

of monitoring 

and dwellings 

 

 

SSR dwellings 
<5mm/m strains 

<7mm/m tilts 



Remnant Ponding Process 

• Remnant ponding is predicted in the flood modelling 

undertaken for each SMP application  (LW1-21) 

• Increase or decrease in existing ponding or additional 

ponding is assessed 

• Results included in each SMP application and PSMPs 

• Observation points / subsidence monitoring are 

established pre-mining 

• Conceptual remediation designs are developed pre-

mining where required 

• Access agreement with landowner to install monitoring 

and agreed conceptual remediation works 
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Remnant Ponding Process (cont.) 

• Following subsidence – monitoring undertaken to determine if there 

is any change to ponding 

– Subsidence monitoring & inspections 

– Flood path inspections (every six months) 

– Landowner / tenant observations 

– Review aerial photography – Nearmap high resolution satellite photo maps 

updated about 4 times per year and includes historical photo maps. 

– LIDAR 

• Where ponding is identified, monitoring by ecologist to assess 

impact to vegetation 

• If monitoring indicates that remediation is required, drainage works 

are designed in consultation with landowner, tenant and ecologist. 

• Drainage works are undertaken 

• Continue to monitor and report in Annual Environmental 

Management Report  (AEMR). 

• Refer remnant ponding plan  
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Water Quality 2015 – YTD Summary  
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Average  Water Quality Monitoring Required by EPL 365   

2015 Period   pH (6.5-8.5) TSS (mg/L) (50mg/L) Oil & Grease (mg/L)  (10mg/L)  

LDP001          8.10                 0.87                           0   

  

Average Water Quality Monitoring Required by EPL 365   

2015 Period   pH (6.5-8.5)   TSS (mg/L) (50mg/L)   Oil & Grease (mg/L) (10mg/L)   

LDP002   7.04 23   0   

  



Water Volume Discharged 2015 YTD  

10 

• Average daily discharge of 1.357ML per day. No 

exceedances of 5ML/day discharge volume limit in 2015 to 

date.  

 

 

Average  Water Quality Monitoring Required by EPL 365   

Daily  discharge   Min Discharge  
(ML/day )   

Average  
Discharge  
(ML/day)   

Maximum  
Discharge  
(ML/day)   

LDP 001   0   1.357   3.59   

  



Groundwater Monitoring 
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• As shown in the hydrographs, 

the groundwater level in all 

alluvium bores show regular 

seasonal fluctuations, generally 

correlated with the variation in 

rainfall and CRD (Cumulative 

Rainfall Departure). 

 

• BH10 undermined by LW16 in 

2014 with no impact on alluvial 

groundwater level. 



Air Quality Monitoring 
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Community Complaints 

• There have been no community complaints received since the 

last CCC meeting in October 2014. 
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Community Sponsorship October 2014 – February 2015 

14 

1. Sponsorship of the Morisset Public School Raffle. 

2. Sponsorship of the St. John Vianney Morisset and Cooranbong Public School End of Year 

Presentations. 

3. Sponsorship of the Morisset 2014 Pro-Am event. 

4. Sponsorship of the Morisset 2014 Christmas Spectacular Event. 

5. Sponsorship of Morisset Agricultural Society Show held in February 2015. 

6. Sponsorship provided to 10 Morisset children to attend the Razzamatazz Festival held by the Gosford 

Rotary Club. 

 

 

 



VAM-RAB 

• R & D continuing on VAM-RAB. 

• VAM simulation trial at low levels of VAM (0.3%) to be conducted 

during April. 

• At completion of trial, the refractory bricks will be removed and 

changes made to improve efficiency. 

• Planned to recommence VAM simulation trials after Longwall 17 

inertisation is completed during May. 
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www.centennialcoal.com.au 

Northern Coal Logistics Project  

Update for Mandalong CCC 

 

February 2015 



Project Update 

• The Northern Coal Logistics Project Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) public exhibition period 

ended on Monday 17 November 2014. 

• 228 submissions were received during the public exhibition period of the EIS.  

• 187 submissions were received from community individuals. Of these: 

– 6 submissions were in objection to the Project; 

– 1 submission provided comment on the Project; and 

– 180 submissions were in support of the Project 

• 31 submissions were received from special interest groups and non-government organisations. Of 

these: 

– three submission were in objection to the Project; 

– four submissions provided comment on the Project; and 

– 24 submissions were in support of the Project. 

• Ten submissions were received from government agencies during the public exhibition period 

• A Response to Submissions has been prepared and submitted to the Department of Planning and 

Environment. 

• The Response to Submissions can be viewed on the Centennial Coal or Department of Planning and 

Environment website. 
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www.centennialcoal.com.au 

Mandalong Southern Extension Project 

File Name:  

Mandalong CCC Meeting 

24 February 2015 



MLS Approval Progress 

• Draft conditions of consent received 15 December 2014. 

• DP&E referred project to Planning Assessment Commission 

(PAC)19 December 2014. 

• PAC Public hearing held 12 February 2015. 

• Now awaiting PAC merit review report (due April 2015). 
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MLS Project Progress 

• Geotechnical assessment of the access road and Mandalong South 

Surface Site (MSSS) commencing 25 February 2015 for 1 week. 

• Test pits and shallow boreholes to assist project team in design of 

road, bridge and intersection. 

• Partial road closure planned for Tuesday 3 March and approved by 

LMCC. 

• Adjacent neighbours have been notified. 
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TransGrid – TL24 relocation 

• Approval pathway has been 

confirmed as S96(2) 

modification to the new 

development consent.  

• TransGrid have completed a 

Network Modification Study 

identifying the proposed route 

for the relocation. 

• A request for information 

required for impact 

assessments has been sent to 

TransGrid. 

• Environmental baseline 

studies have commenced. 

Ecology surveys completed. 

Soil sampling carried out on 

three properties. Archaeology 

surveys arranged for next 

month with registered 

Aboriginal groups.  21 



Future work – 2015 

• Approval: 

– Planning Assessment Commission process. 

– Determination. 

– Mining Lease. 

• Detail design work for access road and services site and tendering. 

• Environmental assessments for TL24 relocation.  
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Mandalong Mine – Land Management Plan  

Summary of Proposed Land Management Activities –  Commencing July 2014 

Updated 20/2/15 

Blue is completed or in progress 

 

 

1 
 

Property  

Ref No 

Property 
Address 

Riparian &  Wetlands 

Maintenance 

Perimeter Fencing 

Works 

Weed Maintenance Farm  

Management 

37 and 
49 

544 Mandalong 
Road    
Lonesome Pine 

Finalise wetland management 
plan 

Replace section of fence with 
111 Browns Rd 

Blackberry control around main dam 
and the wetland 

Rush weed control Dec- Jan 2015 

Blackberry control 

Minor Driveway Repairs 

 

Upgrade stock watering system 

59 

60 

1 

280MandalongRd 

182 Mandalong 
Rd 

184 Mandalong 
Rd 

 Mandalong Dairy 

Riparian zone fence 
maintenance 

 Regrowth and blackberry control  Dec 
–Feb 2015 

Carry out spraying for thistles, 
tobacco bush and blackberry along 
Morans Creek 

Tenant carrying out trial to eradicate 
swamp tussock. 

 

Part of 
60 

Part of 182 
Mandalong Rd 
Mandalong Dairy 
House 

    

56 350 Deaves 
Road 

  Blackberry control   Minor driveway repairs 

45 68 Browns Road  Replace front entrance 

Replace strainer posts along 
Browns Rd 

Regrowth and blackberry control 

Follow up control of Giant Parramatta 
Grass control on road verge  

Maintain Firebreaks 

Improve internal fencing to allow for 
stock grazing. 

27 165 Sauls Road   Regrowth completed in July.  
Blackberry control  

 

26 229 Sauls Road 

Tallowood Lodge 

  Blackberry control along water course 

 

Soil tests required at Tallowood 
Lodge site before cattle can graze 

 

61 343 Mandalong 
Road        

  Regrowth and blackberry control Remove old shed 

57 416 Mandalong 
Road   

  Regrowth and blackberry control Remove old stock yards 

29 66 Sauls Road  Replace western boundary 
fence 

Upgrade  entrance 

Regrowth and blackberry control  Firebreak maintenance 

Minor driveway repairs 

68 555 Mandalong 
Road 

Monitor wetland fence  Regrowth and blackberry control  Replace horse yards 

55 27 Sauls Road  Replace section front fence  Drainage works at rear of property 

Replace side wall of tack room 

9 295 Deaves 
Road 

American Oak 

  Regrowth and blackberry control  Creek crossing repairs 

Decommission bridge once 
crossing repaired 

7 & 8 323 Deaves 
Road 

  Regrowth and blackberry control Replace house fence 

Remove old transpiration areas 

4 202 Mandalong 
Road 

 Fencing around house with 
timber posts 

 

Regrowth and blackberry control- 
Riparian zone only      

 

Monitor fireweed trial 
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Property  

Ref No 

Property 
Address 

Riparian &  Wetlands 

Maintenance 

Perimeter Fencing 

Works 

Weed Maintenance Farm  

Management 

54 35 Sauls Road   Regrowth and blackberry control   Remove some sheds 

40 & 48 111/112 Browns 
Road - Farm 

 Replace section of fence with 
544 Mandalong Rd 

Regrowth and blackberry control  

Part of 
40 

112 Browns 
Road Residence 

    

23 232 Sauls Road - 
Gumnut 

  Regrowth and blackberry control   Maintain firebreak. 

217 803 Mandalong 
Road  

Fence eastern side of riparian 
zone  

Fence part of western side of 
riparian zone 

 Regrowth and blackberry control   Maintain firebreak. 

32 225 Browns 

Road 

    

21 226 Browns 

Road 

Check weeds and regrowth in 

riparian zone 

 Regrowth and blackberry control Farm road upgrade 

53 12 Sauls Road 

Residence 

    

52 & 53 12 Sauls Road  - 

Farm 

  Regrowth and blackberry control 70% 

completed 

Monitor fireweed trial 

Some old fences to be removed 

81 658 Mandalong 

Road 

  Regrowth and blackberry control Maintain firebreak. 

42 91 Sauls Road   Regrowth and blackberry control Extend entrance into house yard to 

improve access safety. Materials 

have been provided. 

118 93 Walls Lane    Bushfire hazard reduction work  

70 619 Mandalong 

Road 

  Regrowth and blackberry control   Replace fence on northern 

side of driveway. 

 Upgrade round yard 

 Minor driveway repairs 

84 687 Mandalong 

Rd 

 Some external fencing is 
required 

 Fire weed control 

3 158 Crooks Road  Replace Eastern Boundary Regrowth and blackberry control   

85 695 Mandalong 

Rd 

  Regrowth and blackberry control  

58 378 Mandalong 

Road 

   Fire break with 416 not complete 

222 32-64 Chapman 

Road Chapman 

Estate 

 Confirm boundary fencing plan 
and timeline 

 If required: 

 Install internal fencing to 
provide stock management 
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Property  

Ref No 

Property 
Address 

Riparian &  Wetlands 

Maintenance 

Perimeter Fencing 

Works 

Weed Maintenance Farm  

Management 

 Upgrade stock water 

 Further upgrade of bushfire 
trail 

75 37 Tobins Road  Replace boundary fence with 

Rural Fire Service  

 

  

50 28 Timber Road  Replace Western Boundary 
Fence 

Regrowth and blackberry control Complete firebreak on southern 

boundary  

43 38 Browns Road 

Hamlets Creek 

  Blackberry control on creek banks 

 

 

 



Department of Planning & Environment 
NSW Trade & Investment – Division of Resources & Energy 

 
Guidelines for the Preparation of 

 
Extraction Plans 

 
Required under Conditions of Development Consents, Project Approvals 

and Mining Leases for Underground Coal Mining 
 
Scope 
 
These Guidelines must be applied in the preparation of any Extraction Plan required under 
conditions of development consent1 granted under the Environmental Planning & Assessment 
Act 1979 for underground coal mining in NSW. 
 
These Guidelines also replace the then Department of Mineral Resources’ Guideline for 
Applications for Subsidence Management Approvals (Dec 2003) and must be applied where: 
a) the conditions of development consent require the preparation of a Subsidence 

Management Plan (SMP); or 
b) mining lease conditions require the preparation of an Extraction Plan or SMP. 
 
Purpose 
 
The purpose of an Extraction Plan is to manage subsidence associated with underground coal 
mining, where that mining has already received approval to take place (ie the mine has 
obtained development consent ). That is, an Extraction Plan is not prepared in order to support 
an environmental impact assessment process and approval for the development to take place. 
 
Therefore the Extraction Plan is a management plan, similar in nature and purpose to other 
management plans regularly required under conditions of development consent. It is an 
operational document, primarily for use by the Applicant in conducting its operations and by 
regulators in ensuring compliance, and provides transparency to the community regarding 
environmental management. It should be framed with these purposes in mind. 
 
Consequently the Extraction Plan does not need to contain substantial amounts of material 
constituting an environmental impact assessment of proposed subsidence, or other 
background. This is a fundamental difference to SMPs previously prepared in order to obtain 
approval for proposed underground coal mining in the absence of an existing development 
consent. Since August 2005, all underground coal mines in NSW have been required to obtain 
development consent for their ongoing mining operations. All mines have now obtained this 
consent. 
 
The Extraction Plan cannot vary mining operations approved under a development consent. It 
can only describe how approved mining operations are to be undertaken, managed, 
monitored, reported and remediated. If a mining company is proposing to vary its proposed 
mining operations in a manner which is not “generally in accordance with” its environmental 
impact statement and the conditions of its development consent, then it will need to lodge an 
application to modify its consent or approval. 
 

                                            
1 In this document, “development consent” should be understood as including “project approvals” granted 
under the previous Part 3A Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979. References to “environmental 
impact statements” should be understood as including “environmental assessments”.  
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Statutory Requirements Regarding Mine Safety 
 
Safety legislation is a significant part of the regulatory framework for subsidence in NSW. 
Relevant safety legislation currently includes the Mine Health and Safety Act 2004 and the 
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act 2002. 
 
New legislation relating to health and safety at mines in NSW (the Work Health and Safety 
(Mines) Act 2013) was passed by the NSW Parliament in 2013.  Regulations to support this 
Act are still in development, although a consultation draft is publicly available. The legislation is 
expected to commence later in 2014, once the regulations are finalised. 
 
The draft Work Health and Safety (Mines) Regulation 2014 contains a number of requirements 
relating to the management of mine subsidence. Subsidence is addressed in the draft 
Regulation’s list of “principal mining hazards” (see cl. 5). The draft Regulation also sets out 
certain requirements relating to the management of the risks from subsidence to the health 
and safety “of any person”. Under cl. 68 of the draft Regulation, the mine operator must ensure 
that: 

“(a) as far as is reasonably practicable, the rate, method, layout, schedule and 
sequence of mining operations do not put the health and safety of any person at risk 
from subsidence, and 
(b) monitoring of subsidence is conducted, including monitoring of its effects on surface 
and subsurface features, and  
(c) all investigation of subsidence and any interpretation of subsidence information is 
carried out only by a competent person, and 
(d) all subsidence monitoring data is submitted to the regulator in the form and at the 
times required by the regulator, and 
(e) procedures are implemented for the effective consultation, co-operation and co-
ordination of action with respect to subsidence between the mine operator and relevant 
persons conducting a business or undertaking that is, or is likely to be affected by 
subsidence.” 

 
This guideline reflects the requirements included in the draft Work Health and Safety (Mines) 
Regulation 2014.  
 
Submission of the Extraction Plan 
 
The Extraction Plan should be submitted in both hard copy and electronic form to: 

• Department of Planning & Environment (via the Director, Mining Projects), and  
• NSW Trade & Investment – Division of Resources & Energy (via the Subsidence 

Executive Officer). 
 
Applications should be submitted at least 90 business days prior to the proposed 
commencement of underground mining operations that may cause subsidence. 
 
Approval of the Extraction Plan 
 
Conditions of development consent require that the Extraction Plan must be prepared to the 
satisfaction of and then approved by the Director-General (now “the Secretary”) of the 
Department of Planning & Environment (DPE). They may also require that the Extraction Plan 
is to be prepared in consultation with or to the satisfaction of NSW Trade & Investment – 
Division of Resources & Energy (DRE). 
 
In July 2014, DRE imposed a condition on all mining leases permitting the underground mining 
of coal that obligates the lease holders to have an Extraction Plan in place. This condition 
replaced the previous requirement for lease holders to have an approved SMP in place. 
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Rather than approving the Extraction Plan, DRE will advise DPE as to the adequacy of the 
Extraction Plan prior to DPE considering whether to issue its own approval.  
 
Agency Regulatory Roles 
 
DPE is responsible for approving the Extraction Plan and regulating compliance with the 
development consent. 
 
DRE is responsible for regulating compliance with the Mining Act 1992 (principally through the 
conditions of mining leases). It is also responsible for regulation under the relevant safety 
legislation. These regulatory roles primarily relate to the health and safety of people, resource 
recovery and rehabilitation of subsidence impacts. 
 
Other agencies are responsible for regulating compliance with their specific legislation.  
 
Term of the Extraction Plan 
 
In line with other environmental management plans required under conditions of 
development consent, there is no intention that any Extraction Plan will be subject to 
expiry after a set amount of time (except in the case of an “interim” approval). 
 
Review and Amendment of Approved Extraction Plans 
 
Conditions of development consent generally set the circumstances under which 
Extraction Plans and other environmental management plans must be reviewed by the 
Applicant (for example, following an Annual Review or independent audit, see Section 6) 
and, if necessary, updated. An Extraction Plan can also be amended at the initiative of the 
Applicant2 at any time, with the approval of DPE. 
 
DRE has the power to direct lease holders and/or mine operators to rectify a deficient 
Extraction Plan and/or take other regulatory actions as considered appropriate. A deficient 
Extraction Plan is one that does not provide for the effective management of subsidence risks.  
 
In cases where revisions and/or modifications to an approved Extraction Plan are proposed or 
required, an amended document should be submitted by the Applicant to both DPE and DRE.  
 
It is a matter of law (including specific consideration of the relevant facts and the content of 
both the development consent and related documents such as the environmental impact 
statement) that determines whether a mine plan variation can be dealt with via an 
Extraction Plan or revised Extraction Plan, or whether a modification to the development 
consent is instead required. 
 
Content 
 
The key drivers and the overall framework for the required content of an Extraction Plan are 
found in the Applicant’s development consent, ie within its conditions and definitions. These 
conditions are relatively standard, but contain variations that reflect the individual 
circumstances of particular mines and their approvals. Close regard should be had to the 
specific consent conditions that establish the requirement for the Extraction Plan or are 
otherwise relevant to the Extraction Plan.  
 

                                            
2 In this document, “Applicant” is used as a short-hand term to refer to both the entity which has the right to 
act under the development consent and the mining lease holder under the Mining Act 1992.  
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These guidelines reflect the key concepts of subsidence effects, subsidence impacts and 
environmental consequences set out in the report of the Strategic Review of the Impacts of 
Underground Coal Mining on Natural Features in the Southern Coalfield (NSW Department of 
Planning (2008)). These concepts are defined and described in Attachment A. 
 
Structure 
 
Extraction Plans should address the predicted environmental impacts and consequences of 
the approved development, the monitoring and management controls and the mitigation 
measures to minimise environmental consequences.  
 
All Extraction Plans submitted to DPE and DRE after 30 September 2014 should follow the 
structure set out below (subject to any transitional arrangements that may be advised). This 
structure makes it easier for both regulators and the community to compare Extraction Plans 
and to be satisfied that they are sound, comprehensive and satisfy contemporary community 
standards.  
 
The high-level structure for the required elements of an Extraction Plan should be as follows: 
• Title block; 
• Development of the Plan; 
• Overview; 
• Six key component plans: 

- Water Management Plan; 
- Land Management Plan; 
- Biodiversity Management Plan; 
- Heritage Management Plan;  
- Built Features Management Plan; and 
- Public Safety Management Plan;  

• Subsidence Monitoring Program; 
• Implementation;  
• Graphical Plans; and 
• Attachments. 
 
Each required element of this structure is further addressed below. 
 
1. Title block 
 
A title block should be included at the beginning of the Extraction Plan, which contains the: 
• name of the applicant company; 
• name of mine; 
• development consent and mining lease reference numbers; 
• Extraction Plan title, date and reference number; 
• the signature(s) of person(s) taking responsibility for the accuracy and comprehensiveness 

of the information contained within the plan, including an authorised representative of the 
lease holder and the mine manager (for the purposes of relevant safety legislation). 

 
2. Development 
 
The process of development of the Extraction Plan should be described. Most importantly, this 
section should address consultation undertaken by the Applicant with affected agencies 
and other key stakeholders, such as the owners and/or operators of both publicly and 
privately-owned land and infrastructure and the mine’s Community Consultative Committee. 
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The purpose of this consultation is not to duplicate consultation undertaken during a previous 
development consent process. However, conditions of consent governing Extraction Plans 
commonly specify particular agencies which must be consulted during preparation of particular 
elements of the Extraction Plan. However, these lists are not exhaustive. Conditions of 
consent governing SMPs also do not usually specify particular agencies that must be 
consulted. 
 
Mines are therefore encouraged to consult with all affected agencies during preparation of an 
Extraction Plan. The level of consultation should reflect the level of significance of predicted 
impacts and the degree of responsibility held by individual agencies. Agencies that may need 
to be consulted (other than DPE and DRE) include: 
• Environment Protection Authority; 
• Office of Environment & Heritage; 
• Sydney Catchment Authority, or other relevant water supply authority; 
• Mine Subsidence Board; 
• Dams Safety Committee; 
• NSW Office of Water; 
• Roads and Maritime Services; 
• Crown Lands Division of the Department of Primary Industries; 
• Forests NSW;  
• rail infrastructure owners and safety regulators; 
• other owners of publicly-owned infrastructure. 
 
Mines are encouraged to provide draft copies of the Extraction Plan and/or some of its 
component plans (see Section 4 below) to key regulators for review and feedback. Owners of 
both publicly and privately-owned infrastructure that may be impacted by subsidence should 
also be consulted. Careful review and quality feedback by key agencies and other relevant key 
stakeholders can contribute substantially to the preparation of an Extraction Plan and reduce 
the time taken in final review and approval. It is not appropriate that key agencies, whether 
they are named in conditions of consent or not, are not consulted appropriately during 
preparation of Extraction Plans. In some cases, protracted consultation will be required, eg in 
the case of some infrastructure owners.  
 
Landowners (whether public or private) may also need to be consulted. 
 
Where conditions of consent require consultation with affected agencies, then evidence of the 
Applicant’s consultative process should be appended to the Extraction Plan, or else provided 
separately. This evidence should address who was consulted and when, and whether and to 
what degree their feedback has been incorporated into the Plan. 
 
This section should also describe the process of reviewing and updating the predictions of 
subsidence effects, subsidence impacts and environmental consequences used in 
previous environmental impact assessment or environmental management plan 
documentation relied upon by the Applicant (eg the predictions in any previous Environmental 
Impact Statement and/or the predictions in any previous Extraction Plan or SMP).  
 
Essentially, this sub-section should provide assurance that previous predictions either remain 
current (perhaps because this is the first Extraction Plan to be approved following grant of 
development consent ), or that they have been recently revised to take into account monitoring 
undertaken since the last set of detailed predictions were developed. For guidance, all 
predictions of subsidence effects, subsidence impacts and environmental consequences 
should normally take into account the monitored results of the last complete longwall 
extraction, or all results of monitoring more than six months prior to the date of submission in 
the case of other types of extraction panels. 
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3. Overview 
 
The overview section is an essential introduction to the Extraction Plan. It should accurately 
describe:  
• mine planning and design, including: 

- area covered by the Plan and proposed mine layout, described in both text and 
figures and/or graphical plans. The Plans should also describe and depict all key 
landscape features, heritage sites and environmental values; 

- area of underground mining domains (both extracted and approved) for the mine as a 
whole, showing in context the area covered by the Plan and proposed mine layout, 
described in text, figures and graphical plans; 

- all key proposed mining parameters (described in text, figures and graphical plans) 
such as proposed mining methods, seam thickness, panel and void widths, chain 
pillar width, mining height, depth of cover, mining rate, extraction stages and 
sequencing, resource recovery; 

- all key existing mining parameters (described in text, figures and graphical plans) 
such as existing workings (including abandoned workings), whether in the proposed 
extraction seam or in overlying or underlying seams, and the distribution, geometry 
and stability of significant voids, standing pillars or remnants which may interact with 
any proposed workings; and 

- any special features such as proposed and/or existing multi-seam mining, unusual 
roof and/or floor conditions, and any conditions that may cause elevated or abnormal 
subsidence or the formation of sinkholes;  

• subsidence predictions, including: 
- all key currently-predicted subsidence parameters (for each proposed longwall or 

other extraction panel) in both text and figures and/or plans; such as vertical 
subsidence, tilts, compressive and tensile strains, upsidence and valley closure, 
relevant far-field movements, including (where relevant) the timing and duration of 
these parameters;  

• performance objectives and other regulatory requirements, including: 
- what is required to be achieved by the Applicant under the conditions of development 

consent that establish the requirement for the Extraction Plan and other relevant 
conditions, including all performance measures listed in the consent; and  

- what is required to be achieved by the Applicant under other regulatory requirements, 
including the mining lease, relevant safety legislation, environment protection licence 
and other required approvals, and limitations and other key requirements of these 
statutes and approvals; 

• subsidence management strategies and measures, ie the means by which the 
requirements of the conditions of consent and other approvals and statutes are going to be 
achieved by the Applicant, through:  

- selection of mine design elements and best practice methods (ie avoidance and 
mitigation strategies); 

- remediation strategies and measures proposed to be implemented in response to 
predicted subsidence impacts and/or environmental consequences; 

- monitoring of subsidence effects, subsidence impacts and environmental 
consequences (including plans showing all proposed monitoring points); 

- adaptive management to avoid repetition of any unpredicted subsidence impacts 
and/or environmental consequences, including capacity to detect early warning of and 
respond to deviations from required performance measures;  

-- procedures for investigations of incidents (including all exceedances of performance 
measures) and appropriate response; and 

- procedures for quality assurance and review of the management system.  
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4. Key Component Plans 
 
The main body of the Extraction Plan primarily comprises a set of six key component plans. It 
is appropriate that these are presented in a particular order, even if some of the later plans 
deserve a particular priority due to local circumstances (eg the Built Features or Heritage 
Management Plans). The preferred order for these component plans is as follows: 
• Water Management Plan; 
• Land Management Plan; 
• Biodiversity Management Plan; 
• Heritage Management Plan;  
• Built Features Management Plan; and 
• Public Safety Management Plan. 
 
Each of these key component plans should follow the structure of: 
• overview of all landscape features, heritage sites, environmental values, built features or 

other values to be managed under the component plan; 
• setting out all performance measures included in the development consent relevant to the 

features or values to be managed under the component plan; 
• setting out clear objectives to ensure the delivery of the performance measures and all 

other relevant statutory requirements (including relevant safety legislation); 
• proposing performance indicators to establish compliance with these performance 

measures and statutory requirements; 
• describing the landscape features, heritage sites and environmental values to be managed 

under the component plan, and their significance. It should be noted that a full description 
of such features, sites and values would commonly have been provided and considered in 
a recent environmental impact assessment. Consequently, this section can be relatively 
brief, and focus on the presentation of appropriate figures and/or graphical plans;  

• fully describing all currently-predicted subsidence impacts and environmental 
consequences relevant to the features, sites and values to be managed under the 
component plan; 

• fully describing all measures planned to remediate these impacts and/or consequences, 
including any measures proposed to ensure that impacts and/or consequences comply 
with performance measures and/or the Applicant’s commitments; 

• describing the existing baseline monitoring network and the current baseline monitoring 
results, including pre-subsidence photographic surveys of key landscape features and key 
heritage sites which may be subject to significant subsidence impacts (such as significant 
watercourses, swamps and Aboriginal heritage sites); 

• fully describing the proposed monitoring of subsidence impacts and environmental 
consequences; 

• describing the proposed monitoring of the success of remediation measures following 
implementation; 

• fully describing adaptive management proposed to avoid repetition of unpredicted 
subsidence impacts and/or environmental consequences;  

• fully describing contingency plans proposed to prevent, mitigate or remediate subsidence 
impacts and/or environmental consequences which substantially exceed predictions or 
which exceed performance measures;  

• listing responsibilities for implementation of the plan; and 
• an attached Trigger, Action, Response Plan (effectively a tabular summary of most of the 

above). 
 
Risk Assessment 
All six key component plans should give appropriate consideration to risk assessment and risk 
management. This is particularly the case for Public Safety Management Plans and Built 
Features Management Plans. These two plans should include: 
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• the results of risk assessment conducted by a competent person in accordance with 
relevant standards and guidelines; 

• description of the investigation and analysis methods used in determining the risk control 
measures and procedures, carried out by a competent person;  

• description of all risk control measures and procedures, including a statement of the 
feasibility to manage identified risks; and 

• a proposed program for implementation of the proposed risk control measures and 
procedures. 

 
Particular Public Safety Requirements 
The Public Safety Management Plan must address all potential safety hazards to the public. 
The scope of the Plan should include management of health and safety risks due to: 
• potential subsidence impacts on built features; 
• potential instability of cliff formations or steep slopes caused by subsidence; 
• deformations or fracturing of any land caused by subsidence, and 
• any other impacts of subsidence. 
 
This Plan should address management measures such as:  
• monitoring of areas posing safety risks; 
• erection of warning signs and possible entry or use restrictions; 
• backfilling of surface cracks and/or re-profiling of humps and swales on tracks and roads; 
• infilling of pot holes; 
• securing of potentially unstable structures and rock masses;  
• identification of potential flood-related impacts that may pose a risk to public safety; and  
• provision of regular updates regarding mining progress to the community where 

management of public safety is a significant issue. 
 
Sub-plans 
It may be convenient or necessary for some of these component plans to include or be split 
into other sub-plans specific to the management of individual features or classes of features. 
For example, the Water Management Plan may be broken up into Watercourse, Swamp and 
Groundwater sub-plans. The Heritage Management Plan may contain individual sub-plans for 
different heritage features. 
 
The Built Features Management Plan may include sub-plans addressing management of 
important individual built features (eg transmission lines, railways, major roads, bridges, dams 
etc). For risk management plans developed for public utilities and amenities, written 
concurrence from the owners and/or operators of those services will be required prior to final 
approval. In addition, concurrence from relevant government agencies (eg the National Rail 
Safety Regulator or Roads & Maritime Services) may also be required.  
 
The use of any such sub-structure within the key components of the Extraction Plan is within 
the control of the individual mine, and should reflect the individual circumstances of the mine 
and any predicted subsidence impacts. In each such case, individual sub-plans should follow 
the structure outlined above for the key component plans. 
 
Both DPE and DRE recognise that management sub-plans for subsidence impacts with high 
risk levels and/or potentially severe consequences (particularly sensitive built infrastructure 
features) may be difficult to prepare and complete on the same schedule as the rest of an 
Extraction Plan. For this reason, later submission and approval of specific management sub-
plans (or later review and finalisation of drafts of such sub-plans) may be accepted by DPE 
and DRE.  
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Compensation and Offsets 
It may be appropriate that owners of either land or infrastructure are compensated in some 
manner for damage, disturbance, access requirements or other inconvenience associated with 
mining and mine subsidence. Such compensation may reflect the requirements of the Mine 
Subsidence Compensation Act 1961, Part 13 of the Mining Act 1992 and/or conditions of 
development consent. On other occasions, mining companies have entered into compensation 
agreements with affected landowners which are outside the scope of these provisions. In such 
circumstances, details of the predicted damage, disturbance, access requirements or other 
inconvenience and the proposed measures (eg acquisition, re-location, repair, alternative 
water supply, compensation and/or offsets) should be set out in the relevant component plan, 
which would generally be the Built Features Management Plan.   
 
On occasion, vegetation offsets to compensate for surface impacts caused by subsidence may 
be required by conditions of development consent. This will require appropriate provisions to 
be included within the relevant key component plan (generally the Biodiversity Management 
Plan) to codify the process by which the need for offsets will be confirmed (ie the exceedance 
of relevant performance measures) and the process by which offsets will be identified, 
approved and made effective). 
 
5. Subsidence Monitoring Program 
The key component plans should be followed by a Subsidence Monitoring Program. This 
program should address two purposes. The first is to set out the program for monitoring the 
subsidence effects associated with the proposed coal extraction. The second is to summarise 
and consolidate the various environmental monitoring programs presented in each of the key 
component plans. These environmental monitoring programs should be directed towards 
monitoring the subsidence impacts and environmental consequences of mine subsidence. 
 
Subsidence Effects Monitoring Program 
The Subsidence Effects Monitoring Program must provide sufficient information on subsidence 
effects to fully support implementation of the Extraction Plan. It should have clearly stated 
objective(s) and address the following: 
• proposed subsidence monitoring activities (individually specified); 
• information or subsidence parameters to be obtained from each monitoring activity; 
• proposed locations and/or extents where each monitoring activity will be undertaken, in 

particular, the proposed layout and/or locations of instrumentation, monitoring points or 
inspections (including graphical plans); 

• proposed timing, frequency and duration of each monitoring activity; 
• proposed monitoring methods, technologies, industry standards (eg ICSM Standards (SP1) 

Version 2.0) or Codes of Practice to be applied in undertaking each monitoring activity; 
• proposed measures and procedures for quality assurance and competence of personnel 

undertaking monitoring activities; 
• proposed procedures to record monitoring results;  
• proposed reporting monitoring results, including the frequency of reporting. The primary 

recipient of reports is DRE, and required reporting frequency will depend on the 
significance of features which are subject to risk of subsidence impact and consequence, 
and the scale of that risk; and 

• capacity of the program to detect early warning of deviations from the defined performance 
measures and associated performance indicators. 

 
Environmental Monitoring Program Summary 
The Subsidence Effects Monitoring Program must summarise and consolidate the various 
monitoring programs presented in each of the key component plans, including the Built 
Features and Public Safety Management Plans. These environmental monitoring programs 
should be directed towards monitoring the subsidence impacts and environmental 
consequences of mine subsidence. It should contain figures showing the monitoring sites for 
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each of the various monitoring programs, as well as a consolidated figure or figures showing 
all monitoring sites. 
 
It should be noted that the purpose of this summary is not to repeat the monitoring programs 
which are in themselves important elements of each of the key component plans. Instead the 
purpose is to present a consolidated overview of the six monitoring programs, enabling ready 
review of the overall monitoring program. As such, clear figures and tabulated information are 
critical. 
 
6. Implementation 
 
This section of the Extraction Plan should address all key elements of how the plan is going to 
be implemented, including reporting, regular review and key responsibilities. This section 
should follow the structure set out below: 
• Reporting Framework; 
• Review of the Extraction Plan; 
• Review of other Management Plans; and 
• Key Responsibilities. 
 
The reporting framework is a critical section of the Extraction Plan. DPE and DRE both 
consider that there is value in developing and applying a standard reporting framework for all 
mines which are operating under an Extraction Plan approved after 30 September 2014. The 
required elements of this framework are: 
• incident reporting, following any occasion of incident, in accordance with the conditions of 

consent and/or environment protection licence and/or any requirements in the TARP(s); 
• bi-monthly subsidence impact reporting, following regular monthly inspections, but only if 

any new impact is identified. Impacts should be clearly distinguished between those which 
are within predictions, those which exceed predictions but remain within performance 
measures and/or performance indicators, and those which exceed performance measures 
and/or performance indicators. Impact reporting must include a full description, location 
identification using aerial photos with longwall layout superimposed, good photos of the 
impact, and preliminary characterisation of the impact in accordance with the relevant 
TARP(s); 

• six-monthly reporting of all impacts and environmental monitoring results, including: 
- a comprehensive summary of all impacts, including a revised characterisation 

according to the relevant TARP(s); 
- any proposed actions resulting from Triggers being met in the TARP, or other 

actions; 
- assessment of compliance with all relevant performance measures and indicators; 
- a comprehensive summary of all quantitative and qualitative environmental 

monitoring results, including landscape monitoring, water quality data, water flow 
and pool level data, piezometer readings, etc; and 

• Annual Review (or Annual Environmental Management Report) reporting, to be based on 
each two successive six-monthly reports of impacts and environmental monitoring results. 
A summary of subsidence effects monitoring results should also be included. 

 
DPE and/or DRE may agree to a lesser frequency for the bi-monthly and six-monthly reporting 
set out above, where subsidence impacts and environmental consequences at the mine are 
relatively rare and benign in character. 
 
It should be noted that there is no need to include results of the monitoring of subsidence 
effects within bi-monthly and six-monthly reports to the DPE and/or DRE. However, as noted 
above, a summary of subsidence effects monitoring results should be included in the Annual 
Review or AEMR. 
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Other regular reports may be required by other agencies for their own purposes, such as 
reports to the Dams Safety Committee and regular reports assessing impacts of mining close 
to sensitive features, such as railways, bridges, pipelines, canals, transmission towers, optic 
fibre cables and waterfalls. DPE and DRE expect to receive copies of reports of these types.  
 
Within this framework, there is no need for mines to continue to provide DPE with other regular 
reports, or to report on different timeframes, such as regular Subsidence Management Status 
reports or End of Panel reports. However, such reports may still be sought by other agencies. 
In particular, more regular reporting of the monitoring of subsidence effects may be required by 
DRE. As far as practicable, DPE, DRE and the Environment Protection Authority will integrate 
reporting requirements for all agencies. 
 
This section of the Extraction Plan should also set out, clearly and in tabular fashion, which 
agencies will receive copies of each of the types of reports discussed above. The means of 
submission should also be set out. DPE and DRE’s preferred method of submission for all 
reports provided at less than annual frequency is by email.  
 
All reports sent to DPE should be directed to the Manager Mining Projects. All reports sent to 
DRE should be directed to the Subsidence Executive Officer.  
 
Processes for the future review of the Extraction Plan should also be set out in detail. Such 
reviews should take place in the following circumstances: 
• as required under consent conditions (see below); 
• where unpredicted subsidence impacts and/or environmental consequences have required 

the implementation of contingency plans; and 
• when preparing a subsequent Extraction Plan. 
 
Conditions of recent mining development consents require that:   

Within 3 months of: 
(a) the submission of an Annual Review; 
(b) the submission of an incident report; 
(c) the submission of an audit report; and 
(d) any modification to the conditions of this approval, (unless the conditions 
require otherwise), 

the mine shall review, and if necessary revise, the strategies, plans, and programs 
required under this approval to the satisfaction of the Director-General. 

 
This provision applies to Extraction Plans required under those consents. The provision should 
therefore be set out in the plan and procedures put in place to ensure adherence to it.  
 
Where unpredicted subsidence impacts and/or environmental consequences have occurred, 
adaptive management requires the implementation of previously approved processes to 
consider and implement measures to prevent their re-occurrence. However, in certain 
circumstances (ie where the exceedances are particularly significant and/or are continuing to 
occur), adaptive management may require a more fundamental review of the Extraction Plan. 
The Extraction Plan should set out the circumstances in which it is considered that the Plan 
itself (or any of its key elements) would be reviewed.  
 
Commonly, Extraction Plans and SMPs cover less than the total number of longwalls or other 
extraction panels expected to be mined over the mine’s life. The question therefore arises 
whether a later Extraction Plan (covering additional panels) should have a separate, stand-
alone existence, or be an updated version of the existing Plan. There is no hard and fast rule 
about this and each case will be considered on its merits. However, mines should give 
consideration to a model whereby a subsequent Extraction Plan effectively absorbs the earlier 
version.  What this means in practice is that most of the new Extraction Plan will focus on the 
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next set of panels, but that monitoring and reporting will continue to be undertaken for the 
previous panels, for as long as remains relevant. In this way, the performance indicators, the 
TARP, the monitoring program and the reporting requirements in the new Extraction Plan are 
also applied to the previously mined panels. Preparation of a following Extraction Plan should 
always be accompanied by a full review of the adequacy and effectiveness of the previous 
Plan. This review should focus on management and monitoring measures, including a full 
review of the existing TARPs.  
 
Development of an Extraction Plan may require review of other management plans.  For 
example, conditions of consent regarding Extraction Plans require that the Extraction Plan 
include any consequential revisions for the mine’s Rehabilitation Management Plan. Other 
plans may also need to be reviewed (eg management plans applying more broadly to the 
whole minesite, such as DRE’s Mine Operations Plan). This section of the Extraction Plan 
should set out the process for such review, but not the proposed revisions themselves. The 
proposed revisions should be separately forwarded, as a proposed amendment to the relevant 
plan. 
 
The Implementation section of the plan should also set out in detail who is responsible for 
implementing its various requirements (key responsibilities). This sub-section should clearly 
identify which officers of the Applicant (or consultancy) have key responsibility for ensuring the 
implementation of the overall Extraction Plan, its key component plans and other elements, 
who has responsibility for incident and other reporting, who is responsible for decisions to 
activate TARPs, who is responsible for various elements of the plan’s future review, etc. 
 
7. Graphical Plans 
 
The following plans are required as part of the application.  
 
6.1 Plan 1 
A paper print (Scale 1:4000) displaying:  
• existing and proposed workings within the seam being mined relevant to the application;  
• all existing workings within a distance of 500m of the voids to be created by the proposed 

mining;  
• all future workings required for the mining system with full dimensions;  
• the dimensions of abutment pillars adjacent to the extracted voids;  
• the dimensions of all voids to be created as part of the proposal;  
• all other areas previously approved for mining within the area of the plan; and  
• a co-ordinate grid (MGA).  
 
6.2 Plan 2  
A paper print (Scale 1:4000) showing:  
• all natural and man-made surface features that may be affected by subsidence resulting 

from the proposed mining operation;  
• an outline showing the extent of the area that may be effected by subsidence resulting 

from the proposed mining operation;  
• surface contour lines;  
• boundaries and identifications of any Mine Subsidence Districts;  
• proposed and existing workings as shown in Plan 1; and  
• a co-ordinate grid (MGA).  
 
6.3 Plan 3  
A paper print (Scale 1:4000) showing:  
• geological and seam data relevant to the proposed workings;  
• the proposed and existing workings as shown in Plan 1;  
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• overburden thickness isopachs;  
• seam thickness isopachs;  
• all known geological structures; and  
• a co-ordinate grid (MGA).  
 
6.4 Plan 4  
A transparent overlay (preferred) or paper print (Scale 1:4000) showing, where information is 
available:  
• all existing and/or planned future workings in seams above and/or below the proposed 

workings;  
• overburden thickness isopachs relevant to the existing and/or planned future workings in 

the seams above and/or below the proposed workings;  
• seam thickness isopachs relevant to the existing and/or planned future workings in the 

seams above and/or below the proposed workings;  
• all known geological structures relevant to the existing and/or planned future workings in 

the seams above and/or below the proposed workings; and  
• a co-ordinate grid (MGA). 

 
6.5 Plan 5 
A paper print (Scale 1:4000) showing: 
• details of mining titles and land ownership. A schedule of leases should be included; 
• areas affected by particular lease and/or consent conditions or restrictions in relation to 

subsidence; 
• the owners of all land affected by the proposal, other than for individual domestic dwellings 

and small commercial properties; 
• the proposed and existing workings as shown in Plan 1; and 
• a co-ordinate grid (MGA). 
 
6.6 Plan 6 
This plan should show: 
• geological sections and/or borehole illustrations of the overburden strata representative of 

the area. Where there is significant variation across the area of the proposal, adequate 
information should be given to demonstrate the variation; and 

• a detailed geotechnical log for strata within a minimum distance of the seam being mined 
relevant to the application, if the proposed mine layouts are designed for supporting the 
surface (this minimum distance should generally be the average width of pillars in a 
particular area of concern or subject to appraisal by geotechnical specialists in exceptional 
circumstances. Specific attention should be paid to the existence and characteristics of 
claystone units or other mechanically weak layers or strata within the above-specified 
distance). Additional geotechnical log(s) should be provided for strata within the minimum 
distance of the seam(s) above and/or below the proposed mine layouts, where any existing 
or planned future workings may interact with the proposed workings. 

 
6.7 Plan 7 
A paper print (Scale 1:4000) showing: 
• the proposed and existing workings as shown on Plan 1; 
• surface features as shown on Plan 2; 
• the proposed and existing locations and layout of subsidence survey grids/marks and any 

other subsidence monitoring devices (eg tiltmeters, strain gauges etc.); 
• surface counter lines; 
• a co-ordinate grid (MGA); and 
• registered surveyor’s signature certifying the accuracy of the plan. 
 
Notes to all Plans: 
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(i) While the plans need not be in the exact format set out above, all the requested 
information must be supplied.  

(ii) All plans need to be clear, uncluttered and legible.  
(iii) All plans should be of the same scale and size and cover the same area so that 

they can be compared to assess surface and underground features.  
(iv) A copy of coloured aerial photography of the Extraction Plan application area 

and its immediate surroundings with an outline of existing and proposed 
workings should be included, where available. Aerial photography of an 
adequate scale to show significant surface features should be used.  

(v) The preferred sheet size is A0. The plans should be contained within a border. 
There should be a title block on the plans containing: 
• name of the Applicant; 
• name of mine; 
• Extraction Plan title; 
• graphical plan title and reference number; 
• scale; 
• date of last revision; and 
• Mine Manager’s signature and date of signing to testify to the Manager’s 

acceptance of the information shown on the plans. 
 
Notes to Plan 7: 

(i) The scope of Plan 7 should be consistent with the scope of the Subsidence 
Effects Monitoring Program; 

(ii) Solid lines or similar may be used to indicate the general locations and layout of 
proposed subsidence survey grids/marks and other subsidence monitoring 
devices, in the initial version of Plan 7. However, if this option is chosen by the 
Applicant, a detailed electronic version of Plan 7 showing the accurate location 
of every subsidence survey mark and monitoring device must be submitted prior 
to any potential influence of subsidence arising from the proposed mining 
operation; 

(iii) Large scale diagrams showing monitoring details for specific and important 
surface features, such as bridges or transmission towers, are required as part of 
the Subsidence Effects Monitoring Program. Plan 7 should identify the locations 
where such monitoring is to be conducted and provide clear reference as to 
where the diagrams can be found in the Extraction Plan. Alternately, the 
diagrams can be included as part of Plan 7; and 

(iv) Orthophoto backgrounds should not be used. 
 
8. Attachments to the Extraction Plan 
 
All other material necessary to support the Extraction Plan should be included as Attachments 
or Appendices. 
 
Any required Coal Resource Recovery Plan should also be included as an attachment.  
 
Extraction Plans are also required to include details of a program to collect sufficient baseline 
data for any necessary future Extraction Plans. Details regarding the program to gather 
baseline data to support future plans should also be included as an attachment. 
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ATTACHMENT A 
 

KEY BACKGROUND CONCEPTS IN MINE SUBSIDENCE 
 
These guidelines reflect the key concepts of subsidence effects, subsidence impacts and 
environmental consequences set out in the report of the Strategic Review of the Impacts of 
Underground Coal Mining on Natural Features in the Southern Coalfield (NSW Department of 
Planning (2008)). 
 
In these guidelines, subsidence or subsidence effects means the deformation of the ground 
mass surrounding a mine due to the mining activity. The term is a broad one, and includes all 
mining-induced ground movements, including both vertical and horizontal displacement, tilt, 
strain and curvature.  
 
Subsidence impacts are the physical changes to the ground and its surface caused by 
subsidence effects. These impacts are principally tensile and shear cracking of the rock mass 
and localised buckling of strata caused by valley closure and upsidence but also include 
subsidence depressions or troughs.  
 
Environmental consequences include the environmental consequences of subsidence 
impacts on the natural environment, including loss of surface flows to the subsurface, loss of 
standing pools, adverse water quality impacts, development of iron bacterial mats, cliff falls, 
rock falls, damage to Aboriginal heritage sites, impacts on aquatic ecology, ponding, etc. 
 
Environmental consequences also extend to impacts on the built environment, such as 
buckling of roads and railways, breakage or risk of breakage to pipelines and cables, loss of 
stability in transmission towers or poles, and damage to houses and other buildings and 
structures. 
 
These guidelines have a clear focus on assessing and managing subsidence impacts and their 
environmental consequences. In the past, SMPs have commonly focused on the detailed 
prediction of subsidence effects, and given too little consideration to the prediction and 
mitigation of their impacts and consequences. It must be understood that, for both Government 
and the community, the primary purpose of the prediction of subsidence effects is to support 
the successful prediction and amelioration of their impacts and consequences.  
 
While detailed prediction of subsidence effects brings other benefits (in particular relating to 
mine planning, mine safety and in improving subsidence science in general), the primary 
purpose of an Extraction Plan is to ensure sound and appropriate management of subsidence 
impacts and environmental consequences.  
 
 

--------------------- 
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